Anti-vibration effects in tennis rackets with some gum pieces are analyzed by numerical simulations using the finite difference method. The simulated results of the string vibrations show the existence of wave propagations parallel to the two-dimensional rectangle boundaries. These results are confirmed with the experimental data of the sound specter analysis in good agreements. The anti-vibration effects of dampers are measured with changing the gum piece weights using an acceleration sensor and microphones. These fitted weights are investigated for general tennis racket at 55~60 pound tensions. The string sound damping is precisely investigated using these results. The gum piece structures are discussed for searching the efficient anti-vibration effects. It is found that popular gum pieces have fairly good ability of the damping effects.
; y string. （18） Table 2 Coordinates of the string edges [mm] (a) t =0.6 ms (b) t =0.7 ms (c) t =0.8 ms Fig. 10 Reflecting 凸 waves toward the head centre part at times t =0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 ms. The shockwaves propagate in a same pattern, where the basic sound is produced by peak vibrations.
(a) t =0.3 ms (b) t =0.4 ms (c) t =0.5 ms Fig. 9 Extending 凹 waves toward the frame at times t =0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 ms. The shock waves change the propagating structures with different string tensions (Tx= 55, Ty=40 pound).
(a) t =1.7 ms (b) t =1.8 ms (c) t =1.9 ms Fig. 8 Semi-standing 凸凹 wave in the string rectangle at times t =1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 ms. Overlapped waves gradually create standing wave modes in periodic boundaries. The sound spectra analysis of the different structure dampers. The low spectra area is cut off for comparing the vibration damping. The signal by the half size damper decays very slowly. The normal damper has the best ability of the damping.
